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The main concept of ratioed logic 

1) Instead of using PUN and PDN (2N transistors), use a simple load device 
and PDN only.  

2) The load device can be a passive or an active device. 

 

 



The over-simplified concept 

- when the PDN is off, VOH is pulled high by the load to strong logic 

‘1’ 

- when the PDN is on, the VOL will be determined by the voltage 

division 

- VOL = ( RPDN/(RPDN+RL) )VDD 

 

To keep the NML high, RL >> RPDN. This is why it is called ratioed. The 
transistor must be carefully sized. 

 

On the contrary, RL must be small enough to allow fast switching 

1) tPLH = 0.69RLCL 

2) tPHL = 0.69(RL||RPN)CL 

tPLH is the main concern. RL >> RPDN  to maintain high noise margin, but small 
enough to enable fast switching. 

 

Note also when the PDN is on, leakage current flows from VDD to VSS even in 
steady state. 



The left diagram shows the usage of depletion load NMOS as load device. 
Yes, all transistors are NMOS. Depletion mode NMOS has VT < 0 V. This 
method was used during the NMOS era. The depletion NMOS is ON when 
VGS = 0 V. In this case, the depletion load transistor is always on. 

 

The second figure shows the pseudo-NMOS inverter. It resembles depletion 
load, but gives superior characteristics. Unlike the depletion transistor, the 
PMOS transistor does not have body effect since its source is always at VDD, 
hence its VSB is constant at 0 V. 

 

The PMOS is driven by VGSP = -VDD resulting in higher load current, compared 
to the other circuit, hence better rise time. 

 

For pseudo-NMOS inverter, assuming VOL is quite close to VSS when Vin = 
VDD, we make assumption that NMOS is linear and PMOS is velocity 
saturated. Equate currents 

 

 

 

Assuming VDD – VTn >> VOL, VDD – |VTp| >> VDSATp, and VTn = |VTp| 
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When using resistive load, IL = (VDD - VOUT)/Rl. The current drops as the output rises. 

 



Compared to complimentary CMOS, VOL != 0 V due to ratioed nature of 
pseudo-NMOS structure.  

 

All ratioed logic have these common attributes 

1) the VTC is assymmetrical 

2) consumption of static power when output is low, due to direct current path 
between VDD and VSS through the load device 

3) transistor scaling is very crucial 

4) it uses only N+1 transistors instead of 2N for complimentary CMOS 



The VTC is for pseudo-NMOS inverter with NMOS size of 0.5 μm/0.25 μm. It 
demonstrates the effect of load transistor size on VTC. 

 

From the curves, higher (W/L)p gives higher VOL and higher static power 
consumption (and vice versa). 

 

Exercise: Calculate VOL using approx. eq. on p. 4 for case (W/L)p = 4. Use 
transistor parameters on MOSFET transparency p. 22. Hint: Answer in 
text p. 266 is wrong! 

 

Exercise: Repeat for case (W/L)p = 2. 

 

Exercise: Explain why answer is more accurate for 2nd case. 







If PDN1 is on, PDN2 is off, and vice versa. 

 

Both outputs are at rail voltages (GND or VDD). Steady state power dissipation 
is eliminated. 

 

The circuit is still ratioed. Why? Say A = B = 0 V. Hence Out1 should be VDD 
and Out2 = GND. Thus left PMOS is on. When A = B = 1, Out1 should be 
LOW, which can be achieved by making sure the on resistance of PDN1 is low 
enough compared to on resistance of the left PMOS. 



Transistor dimensions used in the simulation 

 A and B transistors: 1 μm/0.25 μm 

 A and B transistors: 0.5 μm/0.25 μm 

 PMOS transistors: 1.5 μm/0.25 μm 







This is pass transistor AND gate. How many transistors would it take to 
implement the same function in static comp. CMOS? 

 

The switch driven by !B seems to be redundant. It is needed to ensure that a 
low impedance path exists to the supply rails under all circumstances. If the !B 
transistor is eliminated, what is the output when B is low? 



VTC is data dependent. 

 

For dotted line – Top pass transistor on, bottom off, input A rises from 0  
VDD. Initially, Vout = A. When Vout = VDD - VTn (~ 2.1 V in this example), output 
stops rising although A increases. Exercise: Explain why. 

 

For case where A = VDD and B rises from 0  VDD, bottom transistor stays on 
(hence Vout is almost 0 V) until the inverter switches to zero (at ~ VDD/2). Vout 
only rises once the bottom pass transistor turns off. 

 

Observe that a pure PT gate is not REGENERATIVE. A gradual signal 
degradation will be observed after passing through a number of subsequent 
gates. Output degradation can be remedied by occasional insertion of a 
CMOS inverter. 



How are the circuits built? 

 

For NAND gate as an example, OUT = !(AB). We can rewrite OUT = !B + !A. 
We further rewrite OUT = !B!B + B!A. Hence transistor driven by !B is sourced 
by !B and transistor driven by B is sourced by !A. 

 

For OR gate, OUT = A + B. We can rewrite OUT = (!B)A + B. We further 
rewrite OUT = (!B)A + BB. Hence transistor driven by !B is sourced by A and 
transistor driven by B is sourced by B. 





Body potential is at GND, hence VSB = VS. 





For circuit on the right, what is Vy if VC = VDD – VTn2? 



Why ratioed? 

 

When node x is 1 but logically should change to 0 (for e.g. when A changes to 
0, while B remains 1), the pull-down network through Mn must be stronger than 
the pull-up network of Mr in order to switch node x to 0.  If Rr is too small (i.e. 
Wr is too large), it is impossible to bring the voltage at node x below the 
switching threshold of the inverter. 

 

Without Mr, x can be discharged easily. Out rise time is fast (assuming Out is 
initially low). With Mr present, it is on if Out is initially low. When x is to be 
discharged, Mn has to fight with the restorer. Hence x is discharged more 
slowly, which increases rise time of Out. 



Sizing of Mr is critical for DC functionality, not just performance! 



Use the NMOS to ensure both input and output terminals exactly equal to 0. 
Use the PMOS to ensure both terminals exactly at VDD. 

 

Use minimum size for both transistors. Increasing W/L has no net impact on 
switching delay (reduces resistance but increases diffusion capacitance). 

 

Ratioless logic. 



Transmission gate is not an ideal switch – has series resistance. 

 

Effective resistance modeled as parallel connection of Rp and Rn ( Rp = (VDD - 
Vout)/Ip ). 

 

For Rn, at low values of Vout, it is in saturation, hence has low resistance. As 
Vout increases, resistance increases to infinity (as device shuts off). 

 

For Rp, at low values of Vout, it is in saturation. As Vout approaches VDD, it 
operates in linear mode. 

 

Req = Rp || Rn is relatively constant (about 8 kohms in this case). 



Complementary CMOS circuit has 8 transistors. 



6 transistor implementation of XOR (versus 10 for complementary CMOS). 

 

Output always has a connection to either VDD or GND. 




